This treatise by Dr. Martin Luther of the Jewish problem has been virtually hidden from the American people and promises to shake, shock and alert Christian America in a sensational manner. Dr. Martin Luther, Published by. In preparing to read this book you are about to view some of the most sensational and thought-arresting language ever to be put in print. The publishers of this treatise by Dr. Martin Luther, the pioneer of Protestantism, do not necessarily present this work as an accurate expression of their opinion. The chief reason for its publication is to give the reader an accurate translation of Luther's treatment of one of the most delicate and dangerous subjects for a public man to discuss — the Jews. This translation is not presented as a sectarian work or a partisan treatise. Born in London in England, Braddon was privately educated and worked as an actress for three years in order to be able to support herself and her mother Fanny, who had separated from her father Henry in 1840, when Mary was just three. When Mary was ten years old, her brother Edward Braddon left for India and later Australia, where he would become Premier of Tasmania. Braddon also founded Belgravia Magazine (1866), which presented readers with serialised sensation novels, poems, travel narratives, and biographies, as well as essays on fashion, history, science. The magazine was accompanied by lavish illustrations and offered readers a source of literature at an affordable cost. The World, the Flesh and the Devil (1891), The Venetians (1892). Mary Elizabeth Braddon, Belgravia book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. Start by marking as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Mary Elizabeth Braddon by Ruth Morris. Other editions. Want to Read saving… Error rating book. Refresh and try again. Rate this book. Clear rating. 1 of 5 stars 2 of 5 stars 3 of 5 stars 4 of 5 stars 5 of 5 stars. Open Preview. See a Problem? We’d love your help. Let us know what’s wrong with this preview of Mary Elizabeth Braddon, Belgravia by Ruth Morris. Problem: It’s the wrong book It’s the wrong edition Other. Details (if other): Cancel.